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By Audrey Lewis

Pressing on Press, Inc, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****.Family relationships. Friendships. Finding our Place. This collection is a series
of narratives exploring events, experiences and memories. Each short work, while unique, brings
the reader in touch with the inner monologue of the characters bringing their reality to life. Mother,
Father, Sister, Brother, Daughter, Son, Wife, and Husband - this book pulls together seven
independent stories into a compelling, and thought-provoking anthology. While the focus is on the
women - the men in these stories provide an interesting counterpoint. Readers meet: Lexi s mom, as
she struggles to understand her daughter; Abigail, now grown, remembering her nanny Chamele
and the life lessons she shared; a sister trying to forge an adult relationship with a once-adored
older sibling; a woman finding beauty in a place others have forgotten; another woman finding a
true understanding of what holds meaning to her; Claire, the empty-nester and her girls night out
group with an unusual twist, and Megan - lost but not forgotten. But don t judge a book by its
cover, in each story nothing is exactly as it seems.
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ReviewsReviews

Certainly, this is actually the greatest job by any publisher. It is really simplistic but shocks within the 50 % of the pdf. I am just happy to tell you that this is
the very best ebook i have read in my own lifestyle and may be he greatest ebook for actually.
-- Ma r g e Ja cobson MD-- Ma r g e Ja cobson MD

Absolutely essential go through ebook. It is actually rally intriguing throgh looking at time. I realized this ebook from my i and dad advised this publication
to understand.
-- Pr of . Dem etr is Ra u III--  Pr of . Dem etr is Ra u III
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